14:03:39 From Lisa Toner : Yes I do
14:03:50 From folukeoludeeriksson : I do too
14:04:11 From Devakis : yes
14:18:57 From Kimbra : lakes or legs?
14:19:08 From Kimbra : thx
14:19:11 From Melissa Cavender : Person, stool
14:19:13 From Jeremy Willette : A person?
14:19:15 From Lisa Toner : Person sitting on a stool
14:19:22 From Catherine Bae : snake
14:19:23 From Lisa Toner : fish
14:19:38 From Lisa Toner : cat
14:19:39 From Catherine Bae : dog
14:19:39 From Jeremy Willette : cat
14:19:39 From fiona.shea : dog
14:20:15 From Kimbra : i love it!
14:20:20 From Jeremy Willette : cool
14:21:50 From Melissa Cavender : Mabela is one of my favorites!
14:24:25 From muyenga kassongo : same here I love the book
14:25:07 From Jeremy Willette : Maybe tells stories in podcast form
   for students on their commute to school
14:25:55 From Cara Keyman : Great story
14:28:04 From Lisa Toner : I like using actions or joining in
   stories
14:28:49 From Erin Wilson : hand gestures from classical Indian
dance has been useful for engaging students
14:32:56 From Kimbra : Jeremy you have that in your library, the
   womenfolk one!
14:33:04 From Kathleen McKim : These are fantastic resources!
   Thank you <3
14:33:23 From Kimbra : tell us tell us
14:33:48 From Lisa Toner : We had Joel Ben Izzy zoom into school.
   He was expensive but did great stories from around the world.
14:34:01 From Kimbra : what’s her name pls? the jump one golden
   arm???
14:34:09 From Cara Keyman : Please do
14:40:23 From sonia : loved that story
14:40:40 From Jeremy Willette : Nice story!
14:40:42 From Claire Luo : will look for the book. nice story.
   Thanks.
14:40:49 From Nathalie : So fun, thank you!
14:40:54 From Melissa Cavender : Thank you!
14:41:02 From Devakis : Thank you!
14:41:02 From Kimbra : my 14 year old daughter just wanted
14:41:02 From Jeremy Willette : Merci!
14:41:04 From Kimbra : to know the story
14:41:06 From sonia : thank you
14:41:12 From Catherine Bae : Thank you!!!
14:41:13 From muyenga kassongo : thanks
14:41:15 From folukeoludeeriksson : Thanl
14:41:20 From Kimbra : , what it was called...Mabela. SO, again,
   never too old! thank you Heidi
14:41:25 From Müge Ayma Kelem : thank you for sharing your energy
14:41:25 From Sandra D : Thank you!!
14:41:25 From folukeoludeeriksson : Thank you
14:41:28 From Kimbra: EVERYONE loves a story
14:41:31 From ktyo-dickerson: Thank you!
14:41:35 From Müge Ayma Kelem: heeeeyyy i enjoyed 😍😍😍 thank you 🌸